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SKYY CONSULTING LTD October 2019 semi – annual newsletter

Dear friends and clients

Welcome to the Autumn edition of our newsletter. It is truly amazing how this season
always brings us energy to pursue new goals and seek new ventures. People settle down
from the summer holidays, children head back to school and at SKYY Consulting we take a
moment to get in touch with you all and to send you our best wishes for this most transitional
of seasons.

A brief overview of news and updates includes,
~ How is climate change being managed? It seems that much of the fight against climate
change is not happening on the streets or in national legislatures but in technology
companies and industry groups who seek data and new patents to manage the problem. Will
humanity rise and face this vital challenge? Can the Amazon rain forest be saved? Can we,
humans, create for world today and for the future generations a greener and safer planet,
without compromising on the struggle to evolve and grow? Will technology provide the
answer?
~ In the US apart from the first official doubts on the "vaping" habit and the escalating
tensions with Iran over the oil attacks, with the elections only a year away, the political scene
is heating up with an impeachment investigation against the president. With the majority

of the American people long opposed on impeaching the president, the Congress decision to
do so will show whether the public opinion will shift or not.
~ Although the trade disputes between China and the United States along with general
trade tensions are causing concerns for the global economy, for some countries seem to
create opportunities. Despite a pessimistic approach that seems to be forming on the global
economics, economists emphasize that political factors alone very rarely trigger
recessions. The markets are ready to embrace any good news and march higher.
~ The UK, deal or no deal, is due to leave the EU by October 31st unless something
changes. Despite the high degree of uncertainty Sterling is holding up well. A deal should
give the country a grace period to prepare for life outside the Union while the opposite will
leave the UK at the beginning of a new period in which international and business affairs will
have to be re-established. Business has been calling for clarity on Brexit but, at least until
now, there doesn't seem to be any progress.
~ In Cyprus the economic sentiment in September improved and according to analysts is
due to stronger business confidence in services and industry as well as to confidence
improvements among consumers. The recent demise of Thomas Cook increases the
challenges for the local tourism industry but at the same time it accelerates the procedure for
the promotion of reforms and the creation of a new brand for the country. In the construction
sector the number of building permits for new homes has risen since last year while grant
schemes and new guidelines for the structural and energy upgrade of properties provide
help and support to the sector.
At SKYY Consulting Ltd we love what we do and with devotion, dedication, and
communication we invest the maximum in each case we take on. Design and build of near
net zero energy buildings, restoration and improvement of existing properties,
implementation of appropriate energy performance specifications on buildings,
property due diligence, design and execution of land and building divisions, title deeds
assignments are among our services through which we offer innovative and reliable
solutions.

Let's take advantage of this season of harvest, energy and tranquillity and explore our dreams
and intuitive powers. Enjoy the season and speak soon

Disclaimers:
•
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This newsletter contains information obtained from publicly available sources.
Any views expressed herein are strictly personal and we are not responsible for any actions taken
based on it. The content of this newsletter is not advice and it should not be treated as such. For any
matter of your interest please seek expert’s assistance.
Any disclosure, copying, or distribution of the content of this newsletter or the taking of any action
based on it without our consent is strictly prohibited.
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